
COUNCIL – 20 MARCH 2018

QUESTIONS FROM COUNCILLORS

QUESTION FROM COUNCILLOR T EYNON TO COUNCILLOR A V SMITH

“Boards at the entrance to the Nature Alive wildlife area behind the Aldi supermarket on 
Thornborough Road suggest that it is managed by this Council in association with the 
Leicestershire Wildlife Trust.

Which organisation is responsible for maintaining the boardwalk around the lake?

Which organisation is responsible for responding to and removing litter and fly-tipping on the 
site?

When can residents expect to see the site brought back up to standard?”

RESPONSE FROM COUNCILLOR A V SMITH

“The council owns the freehold of the site and is responsible for managing and maintaining 
the blue hatched area on the attached plan.

The boardwalk is the responsibility of the council and officers inspect this visually at least 
twice weekly and then this is supplemented by a monthly more rigorous assessment. All 
boardwalks are cleaned annually in the spring and officers have scheduled this work to take 
place before the end of May.

The council is responsible for the removal of litter within the blue hatched area. Litter 
collections are undertaken at least twice weekly and fly-tipping would be addressed through 
the normal council procedure. Most of the litter issues occur on the banks adjacent to the 
railway line to the east of the site on the map. These are difficult to access and are not the 
responsibility of the council, although officers cannot identify through land registry records 
who the owner is. The assumption is that the owner may be Network Nail given the proximity 
to the railway line and officers will endeavour to confirm this as soon as possible. In the 
meantime the Grounds Maintenance team have attempted to remove litter from this area but 
they are extremely difficult circumstances to work in.

There are implications to the way the area is maintained with it being a nature site and a 
habitat for protected and other species, hence the close liaison with and guidance from the 
Leicestershire and Rutland Wildlife Trust. Officers within the Grounds Maintenance team 
would welcome an on-site meeting with Cllr Eynon to fully understand the concerns that she 
has, to discuss any potential improvements, and to highlight any specific issues that the 
Wildlife Trust may have”.


